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[an eRaseD hIstoRy of BeBop]
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12  |  Swing To Bop (1941) By Charlie Christian

13  |  Dizzy Gillespie 1946 “Oop Bop Sh’Bam” - Joe Harris, Ray Brown, James 
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16  |  Rent Due

18  |  An Open Mic. Hood Bar Full of Black Folk.

20  |  The Shadow Soloist {on becoming a band orchestra Black and by virtue 
alone}
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24  |  Lester as a Young John the Baptizer

26  |  Unorthodox Approach

28  |  Illustrations
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32  |  Charlie Parker Interview (1954)

35  |  Playboy’s Penthouse - Nov. 28, 1959 (Sarah Vaughan, Pete Seeger)

37  |  Bud Powell Interview at Bouffemont (1963)

38  |  Game Five but 1941 and on a Bar Stage. High.

40  |  he remained aware...

42  |  Calloway Years

44  |  Playing and Talking. Eating and Drinking.

46  |  improved band suddenly hit jackpot!

48  |  Harlem World

50  |  Charlie, of course, continued to battle
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54  |  Max Roach & Abbey Lincoln perform Tears For Johannesburg & Triptych 
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C H O R U S

68  |  Interview with Dizzy Gillespie in Milwaukee (1975)

74  |  Boy, that cat sound, you know? He’s fast becoming my favorite!

76  |  Worship. I believe it keeps on Fast and always with a new Thought

78  |  We did a similar kind of persuasion. (or Legacy: The Tidal Edit)

80  |  Unhidden 2022 and how (despite the heat) he finally finished

84  |  Dizzy Gillespie: Unicorn - Live (1981)





For Dad, who kept jazz in my ear
and Ms. Maguire, who taught me to trust my voice.
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Miles before Miles

In between miles. Before miles

grew
a variation or virtuoso necessary
and inevitable.

Revolution generates
 rebels or reacts to the
preceding night.

A Flowering Malcolm (when this occurs) 
is no more a matter of dates than it is one of 
ideology.

Writers In Common & common writers find
process find he is well endowed (of course in literary terms) dubbed
comic.

Lost cumming. Wolf and Heart.

     The Jazz was restless.

A place of authority over-throwing swing. A change to
                                                                                difficult. A change from

straight. A fragmented brass 
more closely related 
to now.





P R E L U D E
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swing To bop (1941) 
by Charlie ChrisTian

After  they are taken away, everything you touch becomes a drum. At 
Milton’s, this simple alchemy took the form of several degrees of transla-
tion before the onomatopoetics of the genre’s name scatted off of Chris-
tian’s tongue. 

Friends called his guitar playing very horn-like for the way he plucked  
the valves open and shut. There is a reason they call these kind of spaces 
haunts. Christian died at 25, the year after this recording was pressed. 

None-the-less, the notes of his arrangements were sited in Monk’s “Epis-
trophy,” though in an atonal C# at the time the TB spread through Chris-
tian’s lungs, emaciated his face and thus forced what others blew very 
soon to be shaped first by a strum.
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Dizzy gillespie 1946 “oop bop sh’baM”-
Joe harris, ray brown, JaMes MooDy, 
MilT JaCkson

It was easy to assume. 

The point was to entertain, I thought and that made this one hard to 
watch. I saw Dizzy’s eyes and I tasted watermelon. It made me wince to 
see him bounce his belly out while swimming in his suit like a kid in a 
children’s play. Eyes rolls back like the white crowd was pulling his dick.

Then he grabbed the horn.

The transition came so fast I had to rewind to count the rests, two mea-
sures at an already break neck pace. The recording even bowed at the 
speed, its warping suddenly noticeable. White lines where the tape 
decayed creasing the view while Gillespie stood anchored and stiff, all 
movement fixed the angling notes skipping between fracturing subdivi-
sions. It sounds effortless but looks like work. Orgasm eyes returning just 
before the solo’s end and a quick glance to the right.

I imagined him looking for help. Not to run off stage but the way a single 
audience member holds you, listening with the depth you composed. 
Had a friend, one of West Philly’s best djs that said you have to be shep-
herd to spin. You play to the people who dance.

This is just a smaller clip from Jivin’ in Be-Bop, a plotless movie com-
posed of a singing dancing revue and nothing more. The Government 
hired William D. Alexander to make films of middle-class Black life back 
then, released through the 40s under the title “All-American News.” 
There was one called The Fight Never Ends for Joe Louis, Bur-lesque in 
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Harlem and Souls of Sin.

Has be samboing though, all of those grown men jumping. Joyful. In 
public.

Is that what Black folk went to the movies for back then?
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renT Due

In mirrors. The gallery
private apartments shut
closed     again

Don’t mess with him
Don’t mess with him okay?

He is very proud and gonna cut you.
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an open MiC. hooD bar 
full of blaCk folk.

An Open Mic. Hood Bar Full of Black Folk.

the first “Modern” became a small informal playhouse.

Henry Milton, a former sax and Harlem delegate to local
opened this small club for people.
Meet and relax and if you like
play there. Even

the kids  on the sidewalk  danced. 
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